Normally one thinks of the observed cosmological constant as being so small that it can be utterly neglected on typical astrophysical scales, only affecting extremely large-scale cosmology at Gigaparsec scales. Indeed, in those situations where the cosmological constant only has a quantitative influence on the physics, a separation of scales argument guarantees the effect is indeed negligible. The exception to this argument arises when the presence of a cosmological constant qualitatively changes the physics. One example of this phenomenon is the existence of outermost stable circular orbits (OSCOs) in the presence of a positive cosmological constant. Remarkably the size of these OSCOs are of a magnitude to be astrophysically interesting. For instance: for galactic masses the OSCOs are of order the inter-galactic spacing, for galaxy cluster masses the OSCOs are of order the size of the cluster.
Introduction
There are many physically interesting situations where a positive cosmological constant, no matter how small, introduces qualitatively new effects into general relativity, astrophysics, and cosmology [1] . One place where qualitatively new physics arises is in the existence of outermost stable circular orbits (OSCOs).
Some previous work on these OSCOs has been performed both in quite abstract settings [2] [3] [4] , and within the more limited frameworks of accretion disks [5, 6] , tori [7] , galaxies [8, 9] , ring systems [10] , and axisymmetric spacetimes [11] . Further afield, related calculations have also been reported in modified gravity [12] , inhomogeneous FLRW cosmologies [13] , and higher dimensions [14] [15] [16] , but we feel there is still more to be said in this regard. In this article we shall emphasize simple calculations, robust estimates of the relevant distances scales, and the broad astrophysical relevance of these OSCOs.
In particular we shall compare and contrast the distance scale set by these OSCOs in the quasi-Newtonian, Paczyński-Wiita [17, 18] , and general relativistic analyses. We shall also compare these OSCOs with the distance scale set by the Jeans instability. While the underlying physics is very different (cosmological constant versus thermal pressure gradients) we shall nevertheless see that there are interesting connections between these ideas.
Background
Schwarzschild spacetime is well known to have an ISCO (innermost stable circular orbit) for massive particles at r = 6m, and a two-sided unstable photon orbit at r = 3m. What happens if we now add a (positive) cosmological constant, and consider Schwarzschildde Sitter (Kottler) spacetime?
One can recast the original Kottler metric [19] in the form:
As usual m = G N m physical /c 2 is the central mass expressed as a distance, whereas Λ = 3 ℓ 2 re-expresses the (positive) cosmological constant as an equivalent distance scale. Locating the (massive particle) ISCOs and OSCOs exactly requires solving a quartic; but we shall see that extremely good estimates for the locations of the ISCOs/OSCOs are not too difficult to achieve.
We shall first present a quasi-Newtonian analysis to set the scale of the effect, then very briefly consider Schwarzschild spacetime, before focussing attention on Schwarzschildde Sitter (Kottler) spacetime. Note that by using Schwarzschild-de Sitter spacetime we are implicitly assuming that orbital periods are short compared to the Hubble time 1/H 0 ; a more refined analysis might try to analyze a version of Schwarzschild-de Sitter spacetime embedded into a FLRW cosmology.
We shall see that to very high accuracy r OSCO ≈ 3 mℓ 2 /4, and we shall then estimate the size of these OSCOs for a number of astrophysically relevant objects.
One particular reason this is astrophysically interesting is that for galactic masses m ∼ 1 20 parsec, and reasonable estimates for the cosmological constant ℓ ∼ 5 Gigaparsec, the radius of the OSCOs are of order r OSCO ≈ 3 mℓ 2 /4 ∼ 7 10 Megaparsec, comparable to the distance to the Andromeda galaxy, and so potentially small enough to affect galaxy clustering.
OSCOs in quasi-Newtonian physics
We first start with a simple quasi-Newtonian argument for why an OSCO might be interesting once one has a positive cosmological constant. Consider the potential
The − r 2 2ℓ 2 term in the potential above is a quasi-Newtonian approximation to the effect of a positive cosmological constant. Then
Note that Φ ′ → 0 and changes sign at the critical radius r OCCO = 3 √ mℓ 2 , which we shall soon see corresponds to an outermost conceivable circular orbit (OCCO). Furthermore
and
We can construct a quasi-Newtonian argument for the existence of OSCOs by using the two conserved quantities
Thence, the Newtonian effective potential is
Circular orbits correspond toṙ = 0 andr = 0. So one must solve V (r) = E to find E(r, m, L, ℓ), and solve V ′ (r) = 0 to find L(r, m, ℓ). We have
That is, circular orbits can exist only for r ∈ (0, r OCCO ), with r OCCO = 3 √ mℓ 2 ; beyond this point the angular momentum required to support the circular orbit becomes imaginary. This specifies the OCCO -the outermost conceivable circular orbit. Substituting L 2 back into V ′′ (r) we have
This can now be used to test the stability of these circular orbits for r ∈ (0, r OCCO ). By solving for V ′′ (r) = 0 we can identify the (quasi-Newtonian) OSCO as
Note that at the OSCO and OCCO
While the OCCO is certainly unstable, the instability timescale is extremely long
A full general relativity calculation will modify some of the details, but many qualitative features of this quasi-Newtonian analysis will survive. Note that there is no ISCO or ICCO for quasi-Newtonian gravity; that aspect of the quasi-Newtonian analysis will certainly change.
ISCOs and OSCOs in Schwarzschild spacetime
Let us very briefly discuss Schwarzschild spacetime in the usual coordinates. Take an affine parameterization (either timelike or null) for which
Killing symmetries imply two conserved quantities (energy and angular momentum)
That is dr dλ
This defines the "effective potential"
(4.5)
• For ǫ = 0 (massless particles such as photons), the effective potential is
This effective potential has a single peak at r = 3m. At the peak
Thus there is an unstable photon sphere at r = 3m. This photon orbit is unstable in both directions.
• For ǫ = −1 (massive particles such as atoms, asteroids, planets, or even larger objects), the effective potential is
Let us solve V ′ (r) = 0 for L:
This has viable solutions (L real and finite) for r ∈ (3m, ∞). So there is an innermost conceivable circular orbit (ICCO) at r = 3m, (the photon sphere), corresponding to infinite angular momentum for the massive particle. Then at this value for the angular momentum one has
Note V ′′ 1 (r) → 0 and changes sign at r = 6m, this is the standard Schwarzschild ISCO for massive particles.
The Paczyński-Wiita potential
The Paczyński-Wiita potential [17, 18] 
is a completely ad hoc but surprisingly effective way of mimicking ISCO/ICCO behaviour in a quasi-Newtonian context. Adding angular momentum we have the effective potential
(5.5)
We thus have a real and finite angular momentum for the two branches r ∈ (2m, ∞) and r ∈ (0, 2m). We should not trust the Paczyński-Wiita analysis for r < 2m since that would be inside the Schwarzschild radius, and it is a well-known limitation of the Paczyński-Wiita analysis that it should not be fully trusted once orbital speeds approach or exceed the speed of light.
If instead we focus on the r ∈ (2m, ∞) branch, then there is an ICCO at r ICCO = 2m where the angular momentum diverges. (The ICCO is not at 3m where it would be for Schwarzschild).
The fact that the ICCO is not exactly at the right place is a side-effect of the fact that the Paczyński-Wiita analysis is entirely non-relativistic. Nevertheless it is impressive to see just how good a job the Paczyński-Wiita potential does.
So we can identify the ISCO for the Paczyński-Wiita potential as r ISCO = 6m, exactly as for the Schwarzschild geometry.
ISCOs and OSCOs for Kottler spacetime
With both the quasi-Newtonian and Schwarzschild discussions now in hand, the analysis for Kottler spacetime is in principle straightforward -the only tricky issue is to find suitable approximate roots for certain quartic equations. To determine the ISCOs and OSCOs, consider the affinely parameterized tangent vector to the worldline of a massive or massless particle
The Killing symmetries again imply the existence of two conserved quantities, (the energy and angular momentum),
Unstable circular orbit for massless particles
For ǫ = 0 (massless particles such as photons), the effective potential is
There is a single peak at r = 3m, corresponding to
Thus there is an unstable photon sphere at r = 3m. (This is exactly what we found for Schwarzschild.) For massless particles there is a single circular orbit, which is unstable in both directions.
ISCOs/OSCOs for massive particles
For ǫ = −1 (massive particles such as atoms, asteroids, or planets), we see that the effective potential is
We note
Finding circular orbits, (ṙ = 0 andr = 0), as a function of (E, L, m, ℓ) involves solving a quintic V ′ (r) = 0 for r(L, m, ℓ), which is not analytically feasible, so we rearrange the calculation as follows. Finding L by solving V ′ (r) = 0 as a function of (r, m, ℓ) is much easier:
The angular momentum is real and finite for r ∈ (r ICCO , r OCCO ], from the minimum conceivable circular orbit (which coincides with the unstable photon orbit at r = 3m), out to a maximal conceivable orbit at
Finding the ISCO and OSCO by solving V ′′ 1 (r) = 0 exactly requires solving a quartic; this is in principle do-able but in practice not particularly useful. Noting that 13) we see that the orbits at 6m and r OCCO are unstable, so that the ISCO lies somewhere above 6m and the OSCO lies somewhere below r OCCO . The instability timescale is
so for most practical purposes we can get away with using 6m for the ISCO and r OCCO for the OSCO. Let us now find approximate but robust esimates for the location of the ISCO and OSCO using semi-analytic methods.
Approximate location of the ISCO
To estimate the location of the ISCO we simply employ one iteration of the Newton-Raphson method. Knowing that the effect of the cosmological constant on gravitational dynamics is negligible near the centralised mass, we may assume an initial guess for the location of the ISCO is given by the Schwarzschild value r ISCO ≈ r 0 = 6m. The first Newton-Raphson iteration yields: Note that this is very close to 6m, but (as expected) slightly further away from the central mass. Furthermore, we note
That is, r 1 is certainly a much better estimate for the location of the ISCO defined by V ′′ 1 (r ISCO ) = 0 than the initial guess r 0 = 6m. Accordingly we estimate the approximate location for the ISCO as
In most astrophysically interesting situations this correction to the naive r ISCO ≈ 6m is so small as to be quite negligible.
Approximate location of the OSCO
In contrast, to determine the approximate location of our OSCO, the Newton-Raphson technique proves insufficient. Instead we adopt the following method: Let us define r = x · r OCCO = x · 3 √ mℓ 2 and then write
.
Now perform a series expansion around ℓ 2 = +∞, corresponding to Λ = 0. We find
The presence of fractional powers means that this not a Taylor series expansion. It is instead a "generalized power series" [20] , or "generalized Frobenius series" [21] , also called a Puiseaux series [22] [23] [24] .
We can clearly see that the O (m/ℓ) 2/3 term is subdominant, and as such may simply focus on the values of x which make the dominant term vanish: 2x(4x 3 − 1) = 0. This corresponds to x ∈ {0, 2 −2/3 }. We may immediately discount the unphysical root at x = 0, and take x = 2 −2/3 . Note
Thus V ′′ 1 x = 2 −2/3 , ℓ 2 , while nonzero, is certainly extremely small compared to −3/ℓ 2 , and the corresponding instability timescale is extremely large, much larger than the age of the universe. That is, for all practical purposes an adequate approximation to the location of the OSCO is to take
Note that the general relativity calculation (approximately) matches the quasi-Newtonian calculation.
Paczyński-Wiita potential with cosmological constant
For completeness, let us now add a cosmological constant to the Paczyński-Wiita potential [17, 18] . We set
This is completely ad hoc, but as we shall soon see, this is a surprisingly effective way of mimicking both ISCO/ICCO and OSCO/OCCO behaviour in a quasi-Newtonian context. Now adding angular momentum we have the effective potential
Solving V ′ (r) = 0 for L(r) we have
(7.5)
As per the previous discussion, (which applied only in the absence of a cosmological constant), from this we deduce the presence of an ICCO at r ICCO = 2m, where L(r) → ∞. There is now also an OCCO near r OCCO ≈ 3 √ mℓ 2 , where L(r) becomes imaginary.
Inserting L(r) back into V ′′ (r) we see
The stability region for these circular orbits is determined by finding the (approximate) roots of V ′′ (r) = 0.
Accordingly the ISCO is near r ISCO ≈ 6m and the OSCO near r OSCO ≈ 3 mℓ 2 /4. This is all qualitatively and quantitatively very similar to what we saw happened for the Kottler spacetime. We could try to further refine the locations of these roots (by Newton-Raphson or other means) but given what we have already seen happens for the Kottler spacetime, such further refinements seem unnecessary.
Some astrophysical estimates
We now provide some OSCO estimates for astrophysically interesting situations; this requires using observational estimates for both the cosmological constant and for the relevant astrophysical masses.
First, we set ℓ = 5 Gigaparsec, corresponding to Λ = 3 ℓ 2 = 1.2 × 10 −19 parsec −2 . Note that while Ω Λ = 0.692 ± 0.012 is known at the 1% level, the roughly 10% discrepant estimates of the Hubble parameter H 0 , and consequently 20% discrepant estimates of the Hubble density ρ H = 3H 2 0 /(8πG N ), imply a 20% uncertainty in the cosmological constant Λ, and a 10% uncertainty in the cosmological distance scale ℓ. For this reason there is currently no point in asserting more precision than ℓ = 5 Gigaparsec.
In Table 1 we present a few typical masses (in parsecs), calculate the corresponding r OCCO , and comment on the astrophysical relevance of the resulting distance scale. Note that many astrophysical masses are uncertain up to factors of 2, some are uncertain up to factors of 10. Accordingly we typically work to only 1 or at most 2 significant figures. A remarkable aspect of the estimates reported in Table 1 is that the OSCOs are not cosmologically large; indeed some of them are suspiciously close to distance scales relevant to the observed hierarchical behaviour of structure formation in the universe.
More specifically, we emphasise:
• For atomic masses the OSCO is of order 20 centimetres.
• For planetary masses the OSCO is of order a parsec.
• For galactic masses the OSCOs are of order the inter-galactic spacing,
• For galaxy cluster masses the OSCOs are of order the size of the cluster.
. Size of galaxy cluster. Observable universe 2.5 × 10 9 2.5 × 10 9 Observable universe.
Specifically, for atomic Hydrogen dominated dust clouds the fact that r OCCO ∼ 20 cm implies instability to cosmological-constant induced shredding once the number density drops below n critical ∼ 60 m −3 . For molecular clouds this effect scales slowly with the cube root of the average molecular mass.
Here is another way of looking at these results in a somewhat more general setting: Let us consider an arbitrary gravitationally bound object, of total mass m and size r * , then certainly r * ≤ r OSCO and so the average density satisfies
That is,ρ ≥ 8ρ Λ ; a positive cosmological constant, no matter how small, induces an over-density gap That is, all gravitationally bound objects must exhibit an average over-density considerably higher than the equivalent energy density ρ Λ associated with the cosmological constant. Diffuse systems are likely to be near saturating this bound, implying r * r OSCO . Compact systems will individually exhibit r * ≪ r OSCO , however collections of compact systems are likely to be diffuse, with size r * r OSCO , implying a spacing between compact objects of order r OSCO .
Comparison with the Jeans scale
We shall now briefly discuss the Jeans length as being complementary to the OSCO/OCCO scale, giving you somewhat different information.
• Comparing clouds with the same density and same speed of sound, the Jeans length sets the minimum scale for gravitational clustering in a gas cloud that has a well-defined speed of sound.
• The OSCO/OCCO sets a maximum scale for gravitational clustering, and does not care about the speed of sound.
One rather common formula (in physical units) for the Jeans length in terms of speed of sound c s and density ρ is this:
This criterion comes from comparing the sound crossing time t s = r/c s with the Newtonian gravitational free-fall time t ff = 1/ √ Gρ. Here c 2 s = ∂p/∂ρ. For a system in internal thermal equilibrium c 2 s ∼ k B T /μ, whereμ is the average molecular mass. Note that the Jeans criterion makes sense only if the system of interest is more-or-less homogeneous.
When comparing different size clouds with the same ρ and same c s the system is pressure dominated (and so uncollapsed) for r λ J , but unstable to gravitational collapse for r λ J . Now let us rephrase this in a manner more useful for our current purposes: If the system has total mass m then using ρ ∼ m/r 3 we can rewrite the condition for pressure domination as r c s Gm/r 3 .
Thence
So when re-phrased in terms of comparing different size clouds with the same speed of sound and the same total mass, pressure dominance corresponds to a diffuse system The naive apparent switch in the direction of the Jeans inequality is a subtle one, and has to do with what is being held fixed as one compares dust clouds with each other.
Therefore we have the perhaps unexpected relation
allowing us to interpret the Jeans length as an "acoustic analogue" of the Schwarzschild radius [25, 26] .
In short, when assuming the cosmological constant is zero, in order for there to be non-empty region of pressure-induced stability one must have c s > 0.
We now wish to consider the effect of non-zero positive cosmological constant, and compare and contrast the Jeans scale with the OCCO, which in physical units is Then when comparing different size clouds of fixed mass and fixed speed of sound:
• For compact clouds r ∈ (0, λ J ) one has gravitational collapse.
• For medium scale clouds r ∈ (λ J , r OCCO ) one has stability.
• For diffuse clouds r ∈ (r OCCO , ∞) one has cosmological-constant induced shredding.
For the region of stability to be non-empty one requires λ J < r OCCO . Then even at this lowest plausible temperature, taking m 4000 solar masses is enough to guarantee a non-empty interval of pressure-domination.
Discussion and Conclusions
There are many situations in which the presence of an arbitrarily small positive cosmological constant leads to qualitatively new phenomena [1] . One such situation is the presence of OSCOs (outermost stable circular orbits) a phenomenon that occurs in the presence of a positive cosmological constant.
(No such effect arises for negative cosmological constant; these OSCO effects are not an issue in asymptotically anti-de Sitter space.) We have analyzed the existence and sizes of OSCOs in both quasi-Newtonian gravity and in standard general relativity (the Schwarzschild-de Sitter [Kottler] black hole), and have developed simple robust arguments for the existence of OCCOs and OSCOs, and simple robust estimates for the location of these OSCOs. The most interesting part of the analysis is that the OSCOs are not cosmologically large, they are small enough to be astrophysically interesting.
